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Higher derivative Weyl gravity
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~Received 7 September 1999; published 19 January 2000!

A higher derivative Weyl model is analyzed carefully. We show that there is a nontrivial constraint if a
symmetry-breaking potential is added to the system. A rigorous proof for the constraint is presented. One,
hence, studies the applications of this conformal theory in the inflationary universe.

PACS number~s!: 04.50.1h, 04.40.2b, 98.80.Cq
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I. INTRODUCTION

Scale-invariant theory is conjectured to be the effect
theory of our physical universe for various reasons,
pointed out in Refs.@1,2#. Evidence also indicates that sca
symmetry appears to be very important in various branc
of physics. For example, QCD@3# is scale invariant and it is
also argued that Weyl symmetry may have to do with
missing Higgs problem in electroweak theory@4#. In addi-
tion, the Weyl gauge field is speculated to be a candidate
dark matter. It also has many applications in the physics
the early universe@5–9#.

It was also shown that if the scale symmetry was brok
the consistent vacuum configuration of the system is not
same as most field theories. Most field theories will adm
vacuum of the form]V(f0)/]f50. Instead, the scala
vacuum of the Weyl model will takef0@]V(f0)/]f#
24V(f0)50, for any kind of symmetry-breaking potentia
coupled to the Weyl invariant theory@1#. In addition, the
scalar vacuum equals the lowest energy stateV(f0)50 only
if f0 happens to be the lowest energy state.

In fact, one is able to show that the equation

f
]V~f!

]f
24V~f!50 ~1!

remains valid for all solutions to the equation of motion
any Weyl model coupled to a symmetry-breaking poten
V(f). This was first done from direct derivation from th
field equations@10,11#. A systematic method is also devise
later @12#. This constraint is valid for all on-shell scala
fields, not just for the vacuum configuration. In other word
the physical scalar field will in fact be frozen to one of t
solutions of the constraint equation~1!. Therefore, the scala
field has to be a constant if an effective symmetry-break
potential develops. One notes in particular that the sc
invariant cf4 potential solves the constraint equation~1!.
Therefore, the scalar field will not be constrained by t
constraint equation in the scale-invariant limit.

This phenomenon is certainly very different from the co
ventional field theories defined with various broken symm
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try. This may also be an indication to the resolution why t
Higgs field has not been traced so far. In addition, it can
shown that this constraint is related to the special comb
tion of the Weyl connection and its associated conform
fields.

II. WEYL SYMMETRY AND WEYL CONNECTION

Consider the scale-invariant action given by@8#

Seff5E d4xAgF2
1

2
ef2R̃2

1

2
¹mf¹mf

2
1

4
HmnHmn2 f R̃22Veff~f!G . ~2!

Here R̃ is obtained by replacing all]agmn in the scalar cur-
vature R by covariant derivatives¹agmn5(]a12Sa)gmn .
One can hence show thatR̃5R16(Dm1Sm)Sm after some
algebra. Moreover, the covariant derivative of the scalar fi
f is defined as¹mf5(]m2Sm)f while the field tensor for
the Weyl vector meson is defined asHmn5]mSn2]nSm .
Note that one can also consider other combinations of hig
derivative terms. All of our results still hold in these mode
We will ignore these terms sinceRmnab

2 andRmn
2 are related

to R2 term in four-dimensional Friedmann-Robertso
Walker ~FRW! space due to the Euler constraint and t
vanishing of the Weyl conformal tensor@13#. One notes,
however, that the stability behavior of different curvatu
squared terms is known to be different with respect to an
tropic perturbations@14#.

Note that this action is invariant under the Weyl transfo
mation ~WT! gmn

V 5V2(x)gmn , fV5V21(x)f, and Sm
V

5Sm2]mV/V, provided thatAgV(f) is scale invariant by
itself.

In writing the effective action~2!, we have assumed tha
the only conformal symmetry-breaking term relevant to t
low-energy region is due to the effective potential introduc
above. In other words, our concern here is the microsco
origin of the hypothesis that matter receives its mass s
from a graviton in contrast to the conventional wisdom of t
Brans-Dicke theory@1#. Therefore, one will assume that th
measuring fieldf acquires a vacuum expectation value a
result of instabilities of the full quantum theory. To be mo
©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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precise, one has assumed that the effective action at
energies is of the form given by Eq.~2! with an effective
potentialVeff favoring an asymmetric vacuum for the me
suring field f. In many circumstances, there will be
symmetry-breaking effect induced by the quantum fluct
tion of the scalar field. The one-loop effective potential sta
ing from a scale-invariant potential has been known fr
derivations based on many different methods@7,15#. There-
fore, one may have a very complicated effective poten
signifying the effect of dynamical symmetry breaking.

In order to look closely at the physics of the constra
~1!, one will derive it in a rigorous way. Indeed, one ca
show that

dLg5dVg5
dLg

dgmn
dgmn1

dLg

d¹agmn
d¹agmn1

dLg

df
df

1
dLg

d¹af
d¹af1

dLg

d]aSn
d]aSn . ~3!

Here one writesLg[AgL andVg[AgV with V5V(f) de-
noting an arbitrary functional off. Note that alldSa com-
ponents have been rearranged intod¹agmn and d¹af ac-
cording to the prescribed scale symmetry. In addition,
above variation is understood to be done with respect to
Weyl transformation~WT! introduced earlier. Note also tha
the last term of the above equation vanishes because~i!
d]aSn is proportional to]a]n ln V which is symmetric with
respect toa andn, while ~ii ! dLg /d]aSn is skew symmetric
with respect toa and n. It is also straightforward to show
that

V
dVg

dV
52¹aS dLg

d¹agmn
gmnD2¹aS dLg

d¹af
f D , ~4!

from Eq. ~3! and the scale transformations~WT! introduced
earlier. Here we have also applied the equations of motion
together with proper rearrangement. Note also that vary
Lg with respect to¹agmn is effectively equivalent to varying
Lg with respect to 2Sagmn and hence equivalent to the vari
tion with respect to the connection 2Sa associated with the
metric gmn . Similarly, one can do the same thing for th
connection2Sa associated with the scalar fieldf. Hence,
one hasVdVg /dV5¹a(dLg /dSa). Note that the above
equation is nothing but a recombination of various conn
tions all together as specified in Eq.~4!. One can thus show
that VdVg /dV5¹a¹m(dLg /d¹mSa) with the help of the
variational equation ofSa . Finally, one reaches the promise
conclusionVdVg /dV50 due to the skew-symmetric prop
erty of the Sm equation. This gives exactly the constrai
equation~1!. Note that the constraint can also be shown to
valid with the inclusion of gauge fields and matter fields. It
also valid inD-dimensional conformal theory. The proof ca
be generalized straightforwardly. Note also that the ab
argument also applies to the casee521/6 where the Weyl
gauge fieldSm disappears except in the kinetic termHmn

2 .
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Note that there is another way to derive this constraint@1#.
But it was also pointed out by the author@1# that such a
derivation is not valid for singular field reparametrization.

III. EFFECTIVE ACTION AND STABILITY
OF INFLATION

Note that one can show that the effective action becom

Seff5E d4xAgF2
1

2
ef0

2R2 f R22Veff~f0!G ~5!

once the dynamics of the scalar field was frozen by the c
straint~1!. The Weyl vector meson will acquire a mass of t
order of the Planck mass and will be physically decoup
from the effective action in the low-energy limit. In addition
one can also show that the Weyl meson vanishes for
quadratic Lagrangian if it takes the formSm5„s(t),0,0,0…
@13# in the background of FRW space. Moreover, one c
also show thats50 is a solution to the action~5! provided
R5const, which is consistent with the de Sitter backgrou
in perturbative analysis we will be discussing shortly. The
fore, we will simply turn off the Weyl vector meson for ou
discussions from now on. Note that similar stability analy
for higher derivative gravity theories can be found in Re
@16,17#.

Note that the Friedmann equation of the system can
shown to be@18#

ef0
2S H21

k

a2D54 f F2HḦ2Ḣ216H2Ḣ22H2
k

a2

1S k

a2D 2G1V0 . ~6!

HereH[ȧ/a with a(t) denoting the scale factor of the FRW
space. In addition,V0[Veff(f0) denotes the effective cos
mological constant. It is not easy to solve this equation
rectly. One can, however, assume first that there is a zer
order solution such that H5H0 or effectively a
5a0 expH0t. One can then set the full solution to the abo
equation asH5H01dH and perturb the Friedmann equatio
accordingly@18,19#. The linear order equation indH will tell
us whether the inflationary solutionH5H0 is stable or not.
One wishes to obtain an inflationary solution that is sta
only for a very brief period of time and the later stage of o
universe can exit the inflationary phase afterward. Theref
one is looking for models such that the perturbed fielddH
can admit one stable and one unstable solution to the
turbed equation. This will indicate that the universe cou
possibly start with the inflationary de Sitter phase and e
the inflationary phase due to the unstable perturbation. O
is about to show that this effective theory can in fact acco
modate one stable mode and one unstable mode in the
turbation introduced here.
1-2
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Indeed, one can show that the leading order and the c
secutive order linear indH of the Friedmann equation ar
given by

ef0
2H0

25V0 , ~7!

dḦ13H0dḢ2
ef0

2

4 f
dH50, ~8!

respectively. Hence, one has dH65exp@23
2H0(1

6A11ef0
2/9 f V0)t#. Here H0

25V0 /ef0
2. Therefore, one

shows that there are one stable mode and one unstable
if f .0. In addition, one can show that the De Sitter unive
can exist in the inflationary phase in a duration of the or
of Dt;2/3H0(A11ef0

2/9 f V021). Therefore, one finds
that it is possible to induce enough 60e-fold inflation with
properly adjusted parameters.

One can follow the argument of Ref.@16# with the help of
the Ḣ-H phase diagram and show that the radiation do
nated~RD! solutiona5a0At does not exist whenV0 is com-
parably large. In fact, one can show that the higher deriva
terms 2HḦ2Ḣ216H2Ḣ50 if a5a0At. Therefore, RD so-
lution has to be created with the help of the gauge fi
coupled to the quadratic gravitational field. In fact, one c
show that the higher derivative term is negligible at lar
time t→` for a→tp with any positivep,1.

In addition, unlike other scalar gravity theory, we do n
have a dynamical scalar field that generates a small cos
logical constant by slipping down to its minimum potent
state after the inflation. Note that the constraint equation~1!
indicates thatf0 is not a minimum potential solution unles
V050. Therefore, this theory apparently cannot explain w
the cosmological constant is so small, while it was so la
in the earlier stage of the inflationary universe. Fortunate
this conformal theory is assumed to be nothing more than
effective theory near some fixed point of the renormalizat
group @1,2#. Hence one can assume that the effective the
remains effective only during the inflationary scale. Later
the effective theory no longer holds as an effective the
responsible for the theory for the later evolution of the u
verse. Hence, if the present universe with small values of
cosmological constant has to do with the similar conform
model proposed here, one will need another form of
symmetry-breaking potentialṼeff responsible for the physic
at a different energy scale. This potential should adm
constraint solutionf5f1 such thatṼeff(f1) is closed to
zero. In addition, the symmetry of this effective symmet
breaking potential should also reflect the symmetry of
post-inflationary universe. This effective theory would al
require a gauge field coupled to the system in order to g
erate a RD universe.

Note that one can instead start with a model whereV0 is
comparably small. In this case, one can show that@16# there
exists a solution such thata5a0exp@H0 exp(Aef0

2/4 f t)#

~from Ḣ5Aef0
2/4 f H) in the limit t→2`. In addition, this

model with a small effective cosmological constant will al
admit a soft inflationary solutiona5a0 exp(AV0 /ef0

2 t)
04750
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similar to the case whereV0 is comparably large. The stabil
ity analysis shown earlier indicates that this soft inflationa
phase can remain stable for a longer duration. Hence,
model represents a strong inflationary phase in the past
a soft inflationary phase in the future. This could also b
reasonable resolution to the evolution of the universe.

Alternatively, the Bicknell theorem@20# shows that anR2

term in higher derivative gravity is conformally equivalent
a massive scalar field theory described by the following
fective action:

Seff5E Ag̃H 2R̃2
6 f 2

~122 f w!2 F D̃mwD̃mw1
1

6 f
w21

L

3 f 2G J .

~9!

Here tilde notation in this section indicates field evaluated
a conformal coordinates@20#. Note that the scalar field is
effectively represented by the scalar curvatureR which is
effectively proportional toH0

2 in an inflationary background
Therefore, one can assume that the scalar fieldw in action
~9! is a constant field during the inflation era. Therefore,
simplicity, one will focus on the effective action

S15E d4xAgF2
1

2
ef0

2R2V1G ~10!

with V1 denoting the total effective cosmological constan
Note that if the symmetry-breaking potential has mo

than one solution to the constraint equation~1!, the argument
of cosmological wave function may be able to provide
resolution of this problem@21#. For example, if the effective
symmetry-breaking potential takes the following form@15#:

Veff5lFf4 lnS f

f1
D 4

12~f0
21f1

2!f22f1
2f0

2G , ~11!

such that the constraint equation becomes (f22f1
2)(f2

2f0
2)50. Note that the inclusion of terms proportional

f4 in the effective action will not affect the constraint equ
tion. This homogeneous term can thus be added to adjus
final form of V15Veff(f5f i) one wishes without affecting
the constraint equation. In addition, one can show t
Veff(f0)/Veff(f1)→(f0 /f1)2 ln(f0 /f1)

4 if f0@f1. There-
fore, this kind of potential does give two solutions~or
vacuum states!: ~i! f5f0 gives a large cosmological con
stant and~ii ! f5f1 gives a small cosmological constant.

The argument of Hartle-Hawking@21# based on the no-
boundary boundary condition shows that the probability
finding a universe in the constantV1 states is given byP
;exp(3/8V1). This approach favors a universe with a sm
cosmological constant@21# which appears to describe th
later stage of our physical universe. One may follow t
comment of Hawking that we live in the tail of the distribu
tion @22# such thatV15Veff(f0) possibly for anthropic rea-
sons. As a result, this conformal model indicates that thef0
1-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 047501
vaccum is chosen by accident and tends to be unsta
Hence the system has to undergo a quantum jump to thef1
vacuum in the post-inflationary era. This leaves us a unive
with a small cosmological constant. Released energy du
the quantum jump may have to do with the reheating of
post-inflationary evolution. It is known that the quantum co
mological argument remains controversial partly due to
fact that the analysis can only be done in simple models@21#.
It nonetheless indicates that the effect of conformal the
s

-

.
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deserves more attention even if the abovespeculationis not
rigorous. Hence the above argument may also provid
resolution to the existing problem.
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